POLYMERIZATION OF ORGANIZED MONOMERS

The current explanations of olefin and vinyl monomer polymerization propose that monomer molecules are successively added one by one to the growing polymer chain. This may be true if the monomer molecules exist as individual species in a polymerization system, e.g., in dilute solutions of monomer. There are cases, however, in which monomer molecules are organized: bulk liquid monomer, solid monomer, a monomer monolayer adsorbed on a support, etc. Various supra-molecular species and particles of monomer exist in such cases. In the 1960-ies, Semenov, Kargin and Kabanov proposed a theory of organized monomer polymerization. In the last 25 years, our research group has further developed and applied that theory to various polymerization systems: the radical polymerization of compressed ethene gas, the radical polymerization of liquid methyl methacrylate, olefin polymerization by transition metals and by Al-based catalysts. An outline of the main achievements are presented in this article.

All classical explanations of polymerization [1] propose that the polymer chain propagates by the successive addition of monomer molecules one by one to the growing chain (1). The same process can be presented as (2) where \( P_n^+ \) represents a cation, anion or radical of the growing polymer chain and \( M \) represents the individual monomer molecule.

\[
\begin{align*}
R(\text{CH}_2-\text{CHR})_{n+1}-\text{CH}_2-\text{CHR}^+ + \text{CH}_2=\text{CHR} & \rightarrow \ R(\text{CH}_2-\text{CHR})_n-\text{CH}_2-\text{CHR}^+ \\
P_n^+ + M & \rightarrow P_{n+1}^+ 
\end{align*}
\]

Kargin and Kabanov [2] emphasized that there are some cases (solid, liquid and adsorbed monomer systems), however, in which monomer molecules are organized and exist as clusters of \( m \) molecules (mM). They developed a theory of organized monomer polymerization (TOPM). According to the TOPM, each cluster behaves as a single chemical and physical entity and the whole cluster mM is enslaved at once in a single propagation step (3). The fundamental difference between (2) and (3) is that the propagation is random at the molecular level in the first case (2), while it is determined at the molecular level but random on the supra-molecular level in the second case (3). In the first case (2), in each propagating step one by one repeating unit of polymer chain is formed, while in the second case (3) one by one chain segment is formed. Hence, in the second case (3) both the polymerization kinetics and polymer structure (\( M_n \), MW, stereoregularity, regioregularity, etc.) depend on the organization and arrangement of monomer molecules in those clusters.

\[
P_n^+ + mM \rightarrow P_{n+m}^+
\]

We have applied this concept of the TOPM to explain:

- the radical polymerizations of compressed ethene gas;
- the radical polymerizations of liquid methyl methacrylate (MMA);
- the polymerization of olefins by transition metal complexes
- the polymerization by Al-based catalysts

ORGANIZATION AND FREE RADICAL POLYMERIZATION OF COMPRESSED ETHENE GAS

It is well known that ethene can polymerize by free radical mechanism at very high pressures (from several hundred to several thousand bars). Classical free radical polymerization reactions (1, 2) have been applied to explain this process. The main open question was: Why was it necessary to have such high pressure and what was its role?

We have explained [3] that the role of pressure was to enable the formation of various supra-molecular species (Fig. 1). The basic rule is that by the increase of pressure, i.e., by the decrease of free volume, such species are formed that need less space for movement (rotation). There are several phases in compressed ethene: ideal gas (at low pressures); the \( \alpha \) phase (consisting of a mixture of single molecules and rotating molecular pairs); the \( \beta \) phase (rotating molecular pairs and rotating bimolecules) and the \( \gamma \) phase (rotating bimolecules, oligomolecules and oligomolecular bundles). The transition from the \( \alpha \) to the \( \beta \) phase occurs at the critical isochore \( (V/V_c = 1) \), and from the \( \beta \) to the \( \gamma \) phase at the critical isentrope conditions. The thermodynamics, physico-chemical and spectroscopic evidence on ethene self-organization and phase changes by compression have been presented elsewhere [3, 4].

The degree of order can be presented by entropy, i.e., high order means low entropy. It was proved that the degree of order, presented by the entropy of compressed ethene, had a crucial effect on the polymerization mechanism and kinetics, as well as on polyethylene structure and properties. Ethene
polymerization is possible only under low entropy conditions, i.e. in the $\beta$ and in $\gamma$ phase in which bimolecules and oligomolecules exist. As expected by the TOMP, polymerization in the highly organized $\gamma$ phase occurs after an induction period: the lower the ethene entropy – the higher the induction period [5]. According to the TOMP polymerization in the less ordered $\beta$ phase should be without an induction period, as has been confirmed [5]. The maximum polymerization rate should be at the $\beta$–$\gamma$ phase transition as has also been confirmed experimentally [5,6].

The degree of order, i.e. ethene entropy, also has a decisive effect on the macromolecular structure of polyethylene [6-8]. Despite differences in the polymerization conditions (pressure, temperature, method of initiation) an equal macromolecular structure is obtained if the entropy of ethene is equal. This *isotropic rule* is valid not only for short chain branching (Table 1), but also for different types of short branches (ethyl, butyl, amyl), unsaturated bonds, long chain branches [9], the molecular mass [8], the molecular mass distribution [8] and the density of polyethylene [6,8]. Based on the isotropic rule, mathematical models have been derived that relate the structure and properties of polyethylene with ethene entropy under the polymerization conditions [6,8,10]. These mathematical models enable the prediction of polyethylene structure and properties produced under any polymerization conditions and/or to chose the polymerization conditions in order to produce polyethylene with the desired structure and properties.

The great importance of the supramolecular organization of compressed ethene and the corresponding theory of polymerization for the industrial process of low density polyethylene production have been presented elsewhere [4,11,12].

**SELF-ORGANIZATION AND POLYMERIZATION OF LIQUID MMA**

The free radical polymerization of liquid methyl methacrylate (MMA) has been frequently investigated because of the very pronounced autocatalysis phenomenon known as the "gel effect" or "Norrish–Trommsdorff effect". At the beginning, the polymerization rate corresponds to first order kinetics as expected according to the classical theory of free radical polymerization (1 and 2). At higher conversion, however, the reaction rate accelerates, and reaches a maximum value, and then drops to zero, before the monomer is depleted. Contrary to the classical theory, the average molecular mass of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) increases during polymerization. Autocatalysis exists even under isothermal conditions. These multiple phenomena have challenged many researchers to find an adequate explanation, but all of them have failed [13].

Semenov [14], Kargin and Kabano [2] suggested that these phenomena could be explained by the supramolecular organization of liquid MMA. They suppose that liquid MMA consists of ordered and disordered domains. According to their TOMP polymerization starts in ordered MMA domains according to classical radical polymerization. Once the disordered monomers are polymerized, the polymerization continues in ordered MMA domains resulting in rate acceleration and in an increase of the molecular mass of PMMA. They did not however give a more detailed insight of the MMA molecule organization.

Later, Sasuga and Takehisa [15,16] confirmed that planar molecules of MMA could be properly aligned producing ordered and disordered domains in liquid MMA (Fig. 2). They did not determine, however, the fraction of MMA in those domains.

In order to determine the fraction of MMA in ordered and disordered domains, we extended the concept of monomer self-organization developed for compressed ethene gas (Fig. 1). This extension will be

---

**Table 1. Synthesis conditions for polyethylene with 4-5 branches per 1000 C atoms [8]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polymerization conditions</th>
<th>Degree of branching (CH2/1000 C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure (MPa)</td>
<td>Temperature (K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
briefly presented here. We determined the volumes of the space necessary for the rotation of supramolecular species of ethene by analyzing how the ethene molecules were packed by compression but occupying all the available free volume. Furthermore, we noticed that these volumes had very characteristic values. The volume for the rotation of an ethene molecular pair, i.e. two rotating ethene molecules at equilibrium distance according to the Lennard–Jones potential, is equal to the specific volume of ethene at the critical point (Vc). A rotating ethene bimolecule occupies the volume equal to the constant b (i.e. co-volume) in the van der Waals equation of state. A rotating ethene oligomolecule occupies a volume equal to the specific volume of the solid phase of ethene at the triple point (Vt,s). The volume of ethene bundles is equal to the specific volume of ethene at absolute zero temperature (V0).

Furthermore, these characteristic volumes of ethene and its supramolecular particles have also been calculated ([4,17] using a very simple mathematical model ([18,19]) derived by adopting the theory on the behavior of materials under high pressure developed by Savic and Kasar (20). Even more, it was confirmed for 143 substances that the same mathematical model can be used to calculate their characteristic volumes from an ideal gas state up to absolute zero temperature ([18,19]). Since the same mathematical model can be used to describe these changes, the two following conclusions were drawn:

1. All substances are exposed to the same structural changes from one to another characteristic state.

2. All substances have the same supramolecular structure in the same characteristic state. (It was proved that not only for ethene, but also for 92 other substances the volume of the rotating molecular pair is equal to their critical volume ([19])).

So, what is the structure of liquid MMA like? According to Eyring and Marchi ([21]), a liquid consists of disordered (gas-like) and ordered (crystalline-like) domains. Keeping in the mind that the specific volume of liquid MMA has a value between the volume of the van der Waals constant b and the volume of the solid phase at the triple point Vt,s, we supposed that liquid MMA consisted of rotating bimolecules (disordered domains) and rotating oligomolecules (ordered domains). A very similar conclusion was made by Korolev et al. ([22]) who proved the existence of physically associated dimers and linear oligomers in more than 1000 organic liquids including MMA. Using the mathematical model described in ([19]), the volumes of the bimolecule and oligomolecule of MMA were calculated ([13]) as well as their frations in disordered

Figure 3. Fractions of ordered (Xo) and disordered (Xd) domains of liquid MMA at different temperatures ([13]). (Solid lines: predicted by calculation; Points: experimentally determined by polymerization)

(Fig. 3, Xo line) and ordered domains (Fig. 3, line Xd), respectively.

Then we polymerized MMA, initiated by AIBN, at different temperatures. According to the TOMP initially the monomer molecules in disordered domains should polymerize followed by the polymerization of monomer in ordered domains. We have proved experimentally ([13]) that the calculated fractions are equal to the experimentally determined fractions of polymerized monomer in ordered and disordered domains (Fig. 3, points). In addition to that, some other characteristic points on the "monomer conversion – time" curve were theoretically predicted and confirmed experimentally.

**MONOMER SELF-ORGANIZATION AND POLYMERIZATION BY TRANSITION METAL COMPLEXES**

Half a century has passed since Karl Ziegler and Giulio Natta discovered that olefins can polymerize in the presence of active centres formed by transition metal (Mt) compounds, as the precursors. In many cases Mt is immobilized on some inorganic support and activated by alkyl aluminium compounds ([23]). Almost at the same time it was discovered that Mt oxides can be used as the active centre precusor for olefin polymerization without the alkyl aluminium compound. Some thirty years ago it was discovered that some metalloenes, based on zirconium, titanium and hafnium, in the presence of methylaluminoxane (MAO) can also polymerize olefins.

In all those cases it is believed that the polymer chain propagates by monomer insertion between Mt and the polymer chain bonded to Mt.

Despite very great commercial achievements, there is a lack of an adequate theoretical explanation of Ziegler-Natta (ZN) polymerization. A large number of questions arising from the experimental results remain unanswered:

- The detailed structure of the active centres has never been understood.
- What is the oxidation state of an active centre?
- Are the active centres uniform or non-uniform?
Does alloy/aluminium participate in the active centres?

- How can we correlate the rate equations to the insertion mechanism?

- What is the exact role of the support?

- Why is a full polymerization activity observed only if the support/Mt ratio is extremely high?

- What are the roles of electron donors, hydrogen, MAO and other components?

- There are also many unanswered questions concerning the controversies of the current explanation and polymer structure.

So, it has been concluded that despite intense research activity, no definite, unequivocal polymerization mechanism has yet been defined to describe the behavior of Ziegler-Natta, metallocene and Mt oxide catalysts. In spite of the improvements in catalyst technology, there is still much to be learned about the elementary steps in olefin polymerization.

Boor stated, however, "Each worker has examined some aspect of the problem and has given his view of what is happening. The findings are similar pieces of a puzzle which have to be coupled to form the whole picture; only here, some critical pieces are still missing" [23].

According to our opinion, it is evident that the insertion mechanism is wrong. Kargin and Kabanov [2] supposed that the polymerization of olefins that are adsorbed and properly organized on some supports, could also be explained by the TOMP. Hence, we have proposed a different mechanism, i.e. the charge percolation mechanism (CPM) of olefin polymerization by supported transition metal (Mt) complexes [24-26]. It is well known that different oxidation states of Mt are obtained by activation, i.e. Mt$^{+\alpha}$, Mt$^{+\beta}$ to Mt$^{+\gamma}$, producing irregular charge distribution over the support surface. The tendency to equalize the oxidation states into Mt$^{+\delta}$ by a charge transfer from Mt$^{+\alpha}$ (donor, D) to Mt$^{+\gamma}$ (acceptor, A) cannot be fulfilled since the Mt ions are immobilized and highly separated on the support. But, monomer molecules are gradually adsorbed on the support, producing clusters with stacked π-bonds making a π-bond bridge between D and A (Fig. 4). Once a bridge is formed (percolation moment), a charge transfer occurs. D and A equalize their oxidation states simultaneously with the polymerization of monomer. The polymer chain is detached from the support making the surface free for the subsequent monomer adsorption. The whole process is repeated by the oxidation-reduction of another AD ensemble.

The active centres of Mt$^{+\alpha}$ and Mt$^{+\beta}$, i.e. A and D, are transformed to Mt$^{+\gamma}$ and deactivated. (Experimental evidence is presented in [30].) Hence, monomer polymerization and Mt deactivation are mutually interdependent processes: there is no polymerization without A and D deactivation, and there is no such A and D deactivation without polymerization. Both components (Mt and the monomer) are chemically changed. Both are reactants. Neither one of them is the catalyst.

![Figure 4. Monomer self-organization and the charge percolation mechanism of Ziegler-Natta polymerization (upper) and polymer detachment (below) [24-26].](image)

The support has a very important role. It offers a high surface area to bring both components together, by immobilization of Mt and by monomer adsorption. Thanks to the support, it is possible that both reactions (the oxidoreduction of Mt and the polymerization of monomer) are merged and performed at the same location, simultaneously, in a common process. Furthermore, once both reactions are completed, the support becomes free for the subsequent immobilization of Mt and monomer adsorption. The support is the catalyst for both processes.

The main processes that determine the polymerization and polymer structure are AD ensemble formation, monomer adsorption and self-assembling. Both processes are time dependent [34].

AD ensemble formation includes the immobilization of Mt precursors onto the support, Mt alklylation, the heterogenization of the Mt oxidation states (mainly by the partial reduction of Mt$^{+\alpha}$ to Mt$^{+\beta}$), A and D coordination with monomer molecules. The rate of AD ensemble formation and their actual concentration at the support depend on the type and concentration of process participants (Mt precursor, support, alkylating and reducing agents, monomer, electron donor), temperature, pressure, etc.

The monomer adsorption rate depends on the type of support and monomer, their concentrations in the reaction medium, pressure and temperature. It is very important to keep in mind that the coverage of the support by monomer and monomer self-assembly are time dependent processes [34]. Hence, a monomer bridge between A and D is formed gradually (Fig. 5). After the removal of polymer, additional monomer adsorption will form another monomer bridge between the residual A and D that are more separated.

No polymer is formed until a bridge between some A and D is completed. A critical moment is when the
very last monomer is adsorbed that makes a bridge complete. Such processes are analyzed by the theory of critical phenomena, particularly by the percolation theory [48]. The described processes based on the CPM can be easily simulated by computer. Many aspects of the CPM have been systematically elaborated [24], the results presented at scientific conferences [25–40] and published [41]. Here we present only a few examples of the CPM and TOMP applications in the explanation of polymerization by Mt complexes.

\[ \text{Figure 5. Phases of an elementary percolation step presented on a segment of a support adsorption row} \]

It can be proposed, on the basis of the CPM, that the very first bridges must be formed between A and D that are situated close to each other on the support surface. Consequently, oligomers with a low degree of polymerization (Xn) will be obtained initially, but Xn should increase with polymerization time [35]. Simultaneously, the number of active centres should decrease. Experimental data [42] confirmed such a prediction of the CPM (Fig. 6). We have simulated the experiments presented in Figure 6. The results of the simulation (Fig. 7) have the same trends as the experimental data. A very good correlation was obtained between the experimental and the predicted values of the polymer molecular mass and molecular mass distribution of the polymer obtained by propene polymerization in the presence of TiCl4/MgCl2 [35].

The most important issues are the productivity of Mt (Pr, i.e. the quantity of polymerized monomer per used quantity of Mt) and the productivity of the support (Ps, i.e. quantity of polymerized monomer per used quantity of support). Both of these trends predicted by computer simulation [33,35] and calculation [38] (Fig. 8), based on the theory of active centre ensembles developed by Kobozov [43] and on the CPM, are in agreement with the experimental trends of olefin polymerization in the presence of all types of Ziegler–Natta [30, 33]. Mt oxide and metalloocene precursors [34]. We have confirmed that statement by several dozen of experimental examples, but only one is presented here (Fig. 9).

**OLEFIN SELF-ORGANIZATION AND STEREO-REGULAR POLYMER FORMATION BY AL-BASED CATALYSTS [40]**

Recently W. Hiraizaka et al. [45,46] presented that ethene, propene and 1-hexene can be polymerized in the presence of Al(–Bu)3 and (Pr3C1)(BC8F6)4 (TBAF) supported on SiO2 and other inorganic supports. They proposed that Al(t-Bu)3 and TBAF react producing ionic
species (4). These ionic species alone have low activity in ethene and propene polymerization. But after the addition of SiO2 (or some other inorganic supports) a high polymerization activity can be revealed and high molecular weight polymer can be produced without using a conventional solid catalyst component that includes transition metals and metallocene complexes. Even more surprising is the fact that high isotactic and syndiotactic polypropenes are obtained without transition metal active centers. The mechanism of that polymerization has not been explained. It is evident that the classical insertion mechanism cannot be used in this case.

\[ \text{Al(i-Bu)_3} + \text{TBAF} \rightarrow [\text{Al(i-Bu)}_2]^{(+) + \text{TBAF-iBu}^{(-)}] \quad (4) \]

We explained this polymerization by the TOMP [2] and charge percolation mechanism (CPM) [40]. According to the CPM, monomer clusters are present on the support making a bridge between the Mt donor and Mt acceptor (Fig. 4). In the case of Al-based and B-based catalysts for olefin polymerization, the positively charged Al complex (4) should be treated as an electron acceptor and the negatively charged B complex as an electron donor. So, the same CPM should be applied, but the Mt acceptors and Mt donors should be replaced by the Al-acceptors and B-donors.

It was mentioned that the fundamental difference between disordered (2) and organized (3) monomers is that the propagation is random on the molecular level in the first case (2), while it is determined on the molecular level but random on the supra-molecular level in the second case (3). In the first case (2), a one by one repeating unit is formed, while in the second case (3) a one by one chain segment is formed. Hence, in the second case (3) both the polymerization kinetics and polymer structure (Mn, MWD, stereoregularity, regioregularity, etc.) depend on the organization and arrangement of the monomer molecules in monomer clusters.

Monomer clusters can be formed by monomer adsorption on some support, or by cooling of the liquid, or by a combination of adsorption and cooling. There are many possible arrangements of organized monomer systems. Some of them for propene are presented in Fig. 10. Arrangements (a) and (b) are less stable and less probable due to high steric hindrance (repulsive interactions of the CH3 groups). There is lower steric hindrance in arrangement (c), but the lowest one is in arrangement (d). Hence, arrangement (d) is the most preferable and it can be achieved in the condensed (liquid) state.

In the case of adsorbed monomer, the orientation of the bulky CH3 group toward the support should reduce the adsorbate-support interaction and should occupy a considerable surface area. Hence, arrangement (c) is more preferable than arrangement (d) in the adsorbed monomer monolayer on the solid support, supposing that the support is on the bottom side of the monomer monolayer. There is experimental evidence [47] for such arrangements of adsorbed propene. It is important to emphasize that monomer self-assembling is a time dependant process. Pressure and temperature also have considerable effects. These issues, however, are presented elsewhere [34] and will not be discussed in this article.

The enrichment of monomer arrangement (c) contributes to isotactic PP, i.e. "mrr" structures (Fig. 11). Similarly, the enrichment of monomer arrangement (d) contributes to syndiotactic PP, i.e. "m" structures. The transition form of (c) to (d) arrangements should contribute to "mr" structures. The polymerization of (a) and (b) monomer arrangements contributes to 2,1 erythro and three enchainments.

Now, we shall present our interpretation of the experimental examples presented in [45,46]. According to the CPM, the following conditions must be fulfilled for successful polymerization:

- the existence of an acceptor (A) and a donor (D);
- the existence of a monomer cluster that connects A and D.

In comparative examples 1 and 3 in ref. [46] there was no borate (no donor), but in comparative example 2 there was no trisobutylaluminium (i.e. no acceptor). The
above-mentioned conditions were not fulfilled and, consequently, no polymer was obtained. The above-mentioned conditions were fulfilled in all other experiments and polymer was obtained.

In example 15 propene was adsorbed on silica. The adsorbed propene should have a molecular arrangement as presented in Figs. 10c and 11. Consequently, mainly isotactic polypropene is predicted by the CPM as was confirmed experimentally, i.e. the content of mm diads was 0.93.

There was no support in comparative example 4, but the polymerization was performed in liquid propene. The propene molecules are arranged as presented in Figure 10d and by the randomly alternating segments presented in Figure 10c (and maybe to a lower extent by the segments presented in Figures 10a and 10b). Concerning stereo-regularity, a relatively high content of syndiotactic fractions can be expected, as was confirmed experimentally [46], i.e. $r = 0.49$.

In the examples 13 and 14 in ref. [46], the polymerizations were performed partially in liquid and partially in adsorbed propene. Hence, the self-assembling of propene was performed by both processes, i.e. by cooling and by adsorption on a support. We supposed that polymerization occurred in both the phases, i.e. in the liquid and in the monolayer of propene adsorbed on the support. Consequently, the total propylene yield should contain two fractions: one originating from the liquid and a second from the adsorbed phase. We calculated the quantities of both fractions and predicted the structure of the whole propylene by the CMP and TOMP. These predictions were in quite good agreement with the experimental results [45,46] (Table 2). It may be concluded that the stereoregularity of the polymer chain is the result of the enchainment of properly arranged organized monomers, as proposed by Kargin and Kabanov [2].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PP Structure</th>
<th>Example 13</th>
<th>Example 14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isotactic bonds</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atactic bonds</td>
<td>mr</td>
<td>mr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syndiotactic bonds</td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>$r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mol. weight</td>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>44121</td>
<td>66474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWD</td>
<td>Mw/Mn</td>
<td>Mw/Mn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION

The theory of organized monomers polymerization, originally proposed by Semenov, Kargin and Kabanov in the 1960–80s, was successfully applied to explain various polymerization processes such as: the radical polymerization of compressed ethene gas, the radical polymerization of liquid methyl methacrylate, olefin polymerization by transition metals and by Al-based catalysts. Monomer self-organization has a decisive effect on the mechanism and kinetics of polymerization, as well as on the structure and properties of the polymers.
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SAVREMENA TAMOŠANJA POLIMERIZACIJЕ OLEFINA I VINILNIH MONOMERA PREPOSTAVLJAJ U DA SE JEDAN PO JEDAN MOLEKUL MONOMERA DOSTA RUSTUĆ POLIMERNOM LANCU. OVO MOŽE BITI ISTINA AKO MOLEKULI MONOMERA POSTAJE KOJE POJEDINACNE ČESTICE U POLIMERIZACIJSKOM SISTEMU, NPI U REZULUOJENIM RASTOROVIM MONOMERA. MEĐUTIM, POSTOJE SLUČAJI KADA SU MOLEKULI MONOMERA ORGANIZOVANI U MASU TEČNOG MONOMERA, U ČVORSTVOM MONOMERA, U MONOSLOJU MONOMERA ADSORBISONOM NA ROŠACU I DR. U TIM SLUČAJEVIIMA PO- TOJE RAZLIČITKE NADMOLEKULSKE VRSTICE I ČESTICE. SEMENOV, KARGIN I KABANOV SU 1900-TIH GODINA PREDLOZILI TEORIJU POLIMERIZACIJE ORGANIZOVANIH MONOMERA. U PRETHODNIH 25 GODINA, NAŠA ISTRAŽIVAČKA GRUPA JE DJELIO RAZVILA I PRIVENILA OVU TEORIJU NA RAZLIČITE POLIMERIZACIONE SISTEME: RADIKALNU POLIMERIZACIJU KOMPROMIJRANOJ GASOVITOG ETENA, RADIKALNU POLIMERIZACIJU TEČNOG METILMETIKRILATEA, POLIMERIZACIJU OLEFINA POMOCU PRELEZNIH METALI I PROMOCIJU ALUMINIJSKIM KATALOZIMA. U OVOJ RUDU SU PRIKAZANE NAŠA GLAVNA DOSTIGNUĆA U OVOJ OBLISTI.
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